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SUMMARY 
An analysis was made of the performance of basic, reheat, regen-
erative, and regenerative-pIus-reheat turbine-propeller engines. The 
anal~sis covered an over-all range of flight speeds from 200 to 
500 miles per hour, altitudes from 0 to 50,000 feet, and turbine-
inlet temperatures from 20000 to 30000 R for a range of compressor 
pressure ratios from 6 to 42. The effects of flight and. engine 
conditions on fuel consumption, power per square foot of engine 
frontal area, power per pound of engine weight, and airplane range 
are shown and compared for several types of turbine-propeller engine. 
The analysis indicated that a turbine-propeller engine with 
regeneration, operating with a regenerative effectiveness of 0.5, 
gave about 3 percent greater range than did the basic turbine-
propeller engine. Greater improvements in range over that indicated 
by the basic turbine-propeller engine appear possible by use of the 
more complex engines, such as the reheat and the regenerative-plus-
reheat turbine-propeller engines. The turbine-propeller engine 
with a 100-percent reheat between turbines and with a work distribu-
tion between turbines that gave approximately maximum range produced 
at best (based on calculations that did not include the additional 
weights required for reheat equipment and controls) about 10-percent 
improvement in airplane range at low flight speeds and about 15 to 
20 percent greater range at a flight speed of 500 miles per hour 
than the basic turbine-propeller engine. The improvement in range 
for the regenerative-pIus-reheat engine over that of the basic engine 
was a few percent higher than that given for the reheat engine. For 
the basic turbine-propeller engine at a flight speed of 500 miles per 
hour and at an altitude of 30,000 feet, increasing the turbine-inlet 
temperature from 20000 to 22500 R increased the maximum range about 
19 percent; whereas an increase from 2000° to 2500° R indicated a 
32 percent increase in range. 
---------------------
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INTRODUCTION 
An analysis was made at the NACA Lewis laboratory to determine 
whether application of reheat or regeneration (or a combination of 
the two) to the turbine-propeller engine provides appreciable improve-
ment in aircraft performance. The results of this analytical study 
of engine performance and airplane range for the simple turbine-
propeller engine and for variations from the simple, or basic engine 
(namely, reheat, regenerative, and regenerative-pIus-reheat engines) 
are presented. 
The analysis covered a range of flight speeds from 200 to 
500 miles per hour and altitudes from 0 to 50,000 feet. The turbine-
inlet temperature was varied for most cases from 20000 to 30000 R 
and, in general, the compressor pressure ratio covered a range 
suffiCiently wide to include the value for maximum airplane range. 
SYMBOIS 
The following symbols are used throughout this report: 
Cv nozzle velocity coefficient 
Dn nacelle drag, pounds 
F net thrust, pounds 
f fuel-air ratio 
hpc compressor power, horsepower 
hPt turbine power , horsepower 
J mechanical equivalent of heat, 778 foot-pounds per Btu 
K ratio of average to initial fuel f low 
KR indicated range (K times R), miles 
k correction factor taking account of change of gas properties 
due to combustion, pounds air per pound gas 
LjD lift-drag ratio of airplane without nacelles 
f-' 
~ 
tN 
...J 
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R 
rc 
rt 1 , 
r t 0 , 
V 
Vo 
Wa 
Wac 
Wc+t 
Wd 
We 
W I e 
Wf 
Wf ' 
Wg 
Wgear 
t,hi 
11 gear 
"p 
'1lt 
airplane range, miles 
compressor pressure ratio 
turbine pressure ratio across first turbine 
over-all turbine pressure ratio for cases where reheat 1s 
employed 
free-air-stream speed relative to engine, miles per hour 
free-air-stream speed relative to engine, feet per second 
air flow, pounds per second 
accessory weight, pounds 
weight of compressor and turbine, pounds 
total disposable load, pounds 
power-plant weight including propeller , pounds 
power-plant weight without propeller, pounds 
fuel flow, pounds per hour 
initial fuel flow, pounds per mile 
gross weight of airplane , pounds 
propeller reduction-gear and gearbox we i ght, pounds 
ideal enthalpy drop across turbine, Btu per pound air 
propeller reduction gear efficiency 
propeller efficiencJ 
turbine adiabatic efficiency (based on total pressures) 
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ENGINllS 
Basic turbine-propeller engine. - The simplest of the four 
turbine-propeller engines investigated is the basic engine, which 
consists of inlet diffuser, compressor, combustor, turbine, and 
exhaust nozzle. A diagrammatic sketch of this engine is shown in 
figure l(a). 
Reheat turbine-propeller engine. - The reheat turbine-propeller 
engine is d iagrammatically shown in figure l(b). The operating cycle 
of this engine is essentially the same as for the basic engine, 
except that the expansion occurs in two turbines with additional 
fuel being burned between the turbines to increase the total turbine 
work . 
Regenerative turbine-propeller engine. - A diagrammatic sketch 
of the regenerative turbine-propeller engine is shown in figure l(c). 
This engine deviates from the basic engine by having the exhaust 
gases from the turbine directed through a regenerator that heats 
the air leaving the compressor previous to the addition of fuel in 
the combustion chamber, which reduces the amount of fuel required 
to attain the desired turbine-inlet temperature. 
Regenerative-pIus-reheat turbine-propeller engine. - The 
regenerative - plus-reheat engine, diagrammatically shown in fig-
ure l(d), combines the features of the previously mentioned engines. 
ANALYSIS AND ASSUMPTIONS 
Performance of Turbine-Propeller Engines 
The assumptions made in establishing the component efficien-
Cies, engine weights, and engine frontal areas for the basic engine 
operating at current temperature levels are reasonable and attain-
able in the near future. For the basic engine at higher temperatures 
and for more complex cycles, however, the assumptions are probably 
somewhat optimistic. 
The following methods and assumptions were used throughout this 
analysis: 
Air flow. - The air flow is assumed to be 5 pounds per second 
per square foo~ of engine frontal area for sea-level zero-ram con-
ditions at the compressor inlet. At other altitudes and f light 
------- --- ---- - ~ 
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conditions, the air-handling capacity is computed by setting the 
axial Mach number at the compressor inlet equal to the value cor-
responding to the sea-level zero-ram condition. 
5 
Inlet diffuser. - The performance of the inlet diffuser was 
assumed to be the same for all four turbine-propeller configurations. 
Conditions at the diffuser outlet were determined from the diffuser-
inlet conditions by assuming. a constant value of ram recovery coef-
ficient (ratio of actual to theoretical pressure rise) of 0 .9. 
Compressor. - For all engine configurations, the compressor 
work was calculated from the diffuser-outlet conditions, the compres-
sor pressure ratio, an assumed value of compressor adiabatic effi-
ciency of 0.85, and the data of reference 1. Several conditions 
were also calculated using a constant small-stage compressor effi-
ciency of 0.88 instead of the constant compressor adiabatic efficiency 
in order to show the small effect of this assumption on over-all 
engine performance. These two efficiencies result in the same 
compressor work at a pressure ratio of 6. 
Combustor. - The fuel flow required in the engine combustor to 
obtain the desired turbine-inlet temperatures was determined by the 
use of the charts of reference 2. The lower heating value of the 
fuel was assumed to be 18,900 Btu per pound and the combustion effi-
ciency was assumed to be 0.95 for all cases. 
For all conditions where reheat was employed, 100-percent reheat 
was assumed; that is, the temperature at the inlet to the secend 
turbine was the same as that at the inlet to the first turbine. In 
order to determine the fuel-air ratio required in the reheat ccmbus-
tor, the charts of reference 2, which are for air, were used directly ; 
the primar~ combustion process was repeated assigning the same combus-
tion efficiency to the reheat burner as to the primary burner. 
Momentum and friction pressure losses in the primary combustor 
were evaluated in every case and were found to be negligible; con-
sequently, to avoid unnecessary complication and to show maximum 
performance, no pressure losses were assumed in the reheat combustor. 
Turbine. - The turbine horsepower per pound of air per second 
passing through the turbine was calculated by the relation 
(1) 
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where ~hl was obtained from reference 1, and the factor k, which 
takes into account the change in physical properties of the gas 
during combustion, was obtained from unpublished data. The value 
of k varied from about 1.00 to 1.02 for the range of conditions 
investigated. The adiabatic turbine efficiency ~t was taken as 
0.9 for the engines without reheat; for engines using reheat, the 
first and second turbines were each assigned an efficiency of 0.9. 
For the reheat engines, the gas properties were revaluated and the 
increased fuel flow was considered. 
In order to determine the proper division of over-all expansion 
ratio, and hence of total work, between the two turbines of the reheat 
cycle, a preliminary analysis was made in which the expansion ratio 
across the first turbine rt 1 was arbitrarily related to the over -
, 
all turbine expansion ratio r t 0 by the relation , 
(2) 
where x was assigned values of 0.1, 0.2, 0.3, 0.5, and 0 .7. It 
was found that 0 .2 was very close to the optimum value of x , with 
regard to ultimate airplane range, and therefore x = 0.2 was 
generally used in the present analysis for engines ut i liz i ng reheat. 
Two additional turbine-work divisions are, however, compared with 
the x = 0 .2 distribution for several operating conditions. These 
add i tional divisions are (1) the expansion ratio of the first tur-
bi ne is taken as the 0.5 power of the over-all expansion ratio 
(sometimes this division is referred to as "maximum power reheat fl ) 
and (2) the expansion ratio across the first turbine is just suf-
ficient to provide the compressor work. 
Regenerator. - For the systems using a regenerator , the assump-
tion was made that both the heating and cooling effectiveness of 
the regenerator were 0.5. An unpublished analysis showed that a 
regenerator having an effectiveness of 0 .5 could be designed with 
very moderate pressure losses. The assumption was therefore made 
in the present analysis that no pressure losses occurred in either 
passage of the regenerator; this assumption results in only slightly 
optimistic values of engine performance. 
Regenerator weights were considered and assumptions regarding 
these weights are given in the section "Engine Weights." 
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Exhaust nozzle. - The gases leaving the turbine (or regenerator) 
are expanded to atmospheric press ure in a nozzle. The following 
equation is used to determine the jet velocity for maximum thrust 
for all four engine configurations: 
C 2 
v V 
o T)pflgearT)t 
(3) 
This equation is obtained by a simplified analysis of the basic 
engine for constant turbine, propeller-reduct ion-gear , and propeller 
efficiencies and is similar to that derived in reference 3; the equa-
tion gives jet velocities in good agreement with those obtained by 
more precise analysis of both the basic and the more complex engines. 
For all the conditions investigated, the exhaust-nozzle velOCity 
coefficient Cv , the turbine adiabatic efficiency "t , and the 
propeller-reduction-gear efficiency T)gear were assumed to have con-
stant values of 0.97, 0.90, and 0.95, respectively. 
Propeller. - The propeller efficiencies used were taken from 
the appendix of reference 4 and are given in the following table: 
Flight Mach 
number 
0.2 
.4 
. 6 
.7 
.8 
Propeller 
effIciency 
0.85 
. 85 
.85 
. 82 
.70 
Engine "leights 
Turbine-propeller engines. - A survey of t he ava i lable l i tera-
t ure was made in order to det ermi ne a representative value f or the 
weight of a t urbine-pr opeller e~~ine t o be used as a r eference 
we ight . As a reS1u_t of the survey, the f ollowing r ef erence engine 
specificati ons were a ssumed as the basis for the we i ght calcula-
tions used herein ; t he refer ence engine is a8stw~d to develop 
5000 horsepower at zero-ram sea-level inlet-air conditions , to 
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have a compressor pressure ratio of 6, a frontal area of 8.g sql~e 
feet, and a weight of 2500 pounds without the propeller. 
An engine weight breakdown indicated that the weight of the 
reduction gears was about 20 percent of the total engine weight (or 
0 .1 Ib/hp), the combined weight of the turbine and compressor was 
about 4 0 percent of the total engine weight, and the remaining 
40 percent of the total engine weight consisted of accessories, 
combustor, nozzle, diffuser, and so forth. 
Based on this weight breakdown of the reference engine, the 
' following weight assumptions were used in the analysis: 
The reduction gear weight was assumed to vary as the transmitted 
horsepower according to the relation 
The combined weight of the compressor and the turbine was 
assumed to vary with compressor pressure ratio according to the 
relation 
1Vc+t = 1 000 loge rc loge 6 
(4) 
(5) 
where the factor 1000 represents 40 percent of the reference-engine 
weight. 
The weight vlac of accessories, combustor, nozzle, and so 
forth is assumed to have a constant value of 1000 pounds, or 
Wac = 1 000 
The total engine weight is then 
WI e (6) 
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Equation (6) was used to evaluate the engine weight at each 
flight condition for all turbine-propeller-engine types. For those 
engines that required a regenerator, the regenerator weight was taken 
as 18 pounds per pound of charge air per second at sea level and as 
35 pounds per pound of charge air per second at an altitude of 
30,000 feet. An unpublished analysis indicated that regenerators 
with an effectiveness of 0.5 (as used in this analysis) could be 
designed to meet the foregoing weight specifications. No additiona. 
weight was considered for those engines requiring reheat equipment, 
nor was any weight adjustment made for the cases where turbine-inlet 
temperature was varied. 
The propeller weight was calculated as in reference 4 8S a 
function of the power absorbed, the altitude, and the flight speed 
for all turbine-propeller configurations. 
Airplane Load-Range Characteristics 
Airplane ultimate range was calculated as in reference 4. The 
initial gross weight Wg of the airplane was considered as 
~here the maximum lift-drag ratio LID of the airplane without 
nacelles was assumed to be 18. This maximum value of 18 was used 
as the lift-drag ratio for all flight conditions at which the wing 
loading did not exceed 80 pounds per square foot. For flight con-
ditions where a lift-drag ratio of 18 resulted in wing loadings 
greater than 80 pounds per square foot, lift-drag ratio was so 
adjusted that the wing loading remained constant at 80 pounds per 
square foot. Engine thrust F and nacelle drag Dn were computed 
by use of the propeller efficiencies and drag coefficients, respec-
tively, of the appendix of reference 4. Both drag coefficient and 
propeller efficiency were functions of flight Mach number. 
The structure weight of the airplane was assumed as 40 percent 
of the initial gross weight, and the fuel tank weight as 10 percent 
of the initial fuel weight. The total disposable load of the air-
plane (weight of fuel, fuel tank, and cargo) divided by the gross 
weight of the airplane may then be expressed as 
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= 0.6 (8) 
where We is the weight of the engine and propeller. 
The initial fuel flow per pound of gross weight is given by 
(9) 
where the fuel flow Wf in pounds per hour is the product of net 
power and net specific fUel consumption. 
When the entire disposable weight is considered as fuel and 
fuel-tank weight, the maximum indicated range KR is obtained by 
dividing equation (8) by equation (9), or 
Wd 
KR = 
Wg (10) 
Wf ' 1.J.w-g 
The factor 1.1, as previously i ndicated, accounts for fuel-tank 
weight. The correction factor K is the ratio of the average to 
the initial fuel flow and accounts for deviations in flight plan 
and for progressive reduction in gross weight, and hence, reduction 
in required fuel flow during the flight. Values of K used herein 
are based on the Breguet range equation and, as shown in reference 4, 
are a function only of the ratio Wd/Wg. 
RFSULTS AND DISCUSSION 
The performance of the baSiC, the reheat, the regenerative, 
and the regenerative-plus-reheat turbine-propeller engines and the 
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airplane-range characteristics of these turbine-propeller engines are 
discussed in the following sections: • 
Performance of Basic Turbine-Propeller Engine 
Specific fuel consumption. - The net thrust horsepower specific 
fuel consumption of the basic turbine-propeller engine plotted 
against compressor pressure ratio for a turbine-inlet temperature 
of 20000 R is shown in figure 2(a). Curves are shown for flight 
speeds of 200, 300, 400, and 500 miles per hour at altitudes of 
0, 15,000, 30,000, and 50,000 feet. 
As the compressor pressure ratio is increased, the specific 
fuel consumption decreases until a minimum value is reached after 
which further increase in pressure ratio results in increased specific 
fuel consumption. The compressor pressure ratio for minimum specific 
fuel consumption increases with increasing altitude, being about 15 
at sea level and beyond the range investigated a~ the higher alti-
tudes. The curves are, however, relatively flat and the fuel con-
sumption is within a few percent of the minimum value at a compressor 
pressure ratio of 20. Specific fuel consumption decreases as alti-
tude is increased over the range investigated. 
The specific fuel consumption generally decreases as the flight 
speed is increased; however, the effect of flight speed is small at 
all altitudes. 
Power per unit engine f'rontal area. - Corresponding values of 
net thrust horsepower per square foot of engine f'rontal area for the 
basic engine are shown in figure 2(b). As the compressor pressure 
ratio is increased f'rom the lowest value shown, the power generally 
increases until a maximum value is reached after which further in-
crease in pressure ratio results in decreased power. The compressor 
pressure ratio for maximum power increases with increasing altitude, 
and for a gi ven altitude and flight speed, the max:lJnum power occurs 
at lower pressure ratios than minimum specific fuel consumption. 
The power decreases as altitude is increased over the range inves-
tigated, principally because of the decreased air-handling capacity 
of the engine. 
The power increases with increasing flight speed; the increase 
is more pronounced at low than at high compressor pressure ratios. 
This increase is due mainly to the increase in air flow per unit 
f'rontal area as flight speed is increased. At high compressor 
pressure ratios, however, an increase in flight speed (with resulting 
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increase in compressor-inlet temperature) causes a greater relative 
increase in compressor work per pound of air with respect to turbine 
work per pound of air than at low pressure ratios. This effect 
. ' actlng in opposition to the effect of increased air flow, results 
in a smaller net gain in power for a given increase in flight speed 
as pressure ratio is increased. 
Power per unit engine weight. - The net thrust horsepower per 
pound of engine weight plotted against compressor pressure ratio is 
shown in figure 2(c) for the same range of conditions as in fig-
ures 2 (a) and 2 (b ) • In general, the trends of power per unit engine 
weight with respect to altitude and flight speed are similar to those 
of net power per square foot of frontal area shown in figure 2(b). For 
constant flight velOCity, curVes of power per unit engine weight decrease 
with increasing compressor pressure ratio; the decrease is less pro-
nounced as altitude is increased. 
Effect of turbine-inlet tern erature efficienc • -
Two effects are shown in figures 2 d to 2 f: 1 the effect of 
turbine-inlet temperature on engine performance and (2) the effect 
of using either a constant adiabatic or a constant small-stage 
compressor efficiency on engine performance. 
The effect of turbine-inlet temperature on specific fuel con-
sumption is shown in figure 2(d) where net thrust horsepower specific 
fuel consumption is plotted against compressor pressure ratio for 
turbine-inlet temperatures of 20000 , 22500 , and 25000 R at a flight 
speed of 500 miles per hour and an altitude of 30,000 feet for a 
constant adiabatic compressor efficiency. Increasing the altitude 
from 30,000 to 50,000 feet was found to have negligible effect on 
specific fuel consumption, and consequently the curves for an alti-
tude of 30 000 feet also apply at an altitude of 50,000 feet. 
Figure 2(d~ shows that a decrease of about 12 percent in specific 
fuel consumption is obtained by increasing the turbine-inlet tem-
perature from 20000 to 25000 R, if the increase in temperature is 
accompanied by a corresponding increase in pressure ratio. 
Also shown in figure 2(d) are curves of specific fuel consump-
tion that were calculated using a small-stage compressor efficiency 
for the same flight speed and altitudes and for turbine-inlet tem-
peratures of 20000 , 25000 , and 30000 R. The small-stage compressor 
efficiency was taken as 0.88, which results in the same compressor 
work at a compressor pressure ratio of 6 as the adiabatic compressor 
efficiency of 0 .85 and hence the same engine performance. This plot 
indicates about the same percentage decrease in specific fuel con-
sumption as obtained with constant adiabatic efficiency for an 
increase in turbine-inlet temperature from 20000 to 2500° R. 
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Curves of net thrust horsepower per square foot of engine frontal 
area corresponding to the specific fuel consumptions of figure 2(d) 
are shown in figure 2(e). With a constant compressor adiabatic effi-
Ciency, an increase in the turbine-inlet temperature from 20000 to 
25000 R results in an increase in the maximum thrust horsepower of 
about 60 percent at both 30,000 and 50,000 feet with an increase in 
corresponding pressure ratio from 8 to 14. Also plotted on fig-
ure 2(e) are curves calculated using a small-stage compressor effi-
ciency for the same flight speed and altitude and for turbine-inlet 
temperatures of 20000 , 25000 , and 30000 R. As with the constant 
adiabatic efficiency, an increase in maximum thrust horsepower of 
60 percent is obtained for an increase in turbine-inlet temperature 
from 20000 to 25000 R at both altitudes shown. 
Corresponding values of net thrust horsepower per pound of 
engine weight are shown in figure 2(f). In all cases the power per 
pound of engine weight decreases with increasing compressor pres-
sure ratio. When compared at the compressor pressure ratio corres-
ponding to maximum power per unit frontal area, the power per unit 
weight is increased 25 percent for an increase in turbine-inlet 
temperature from 20000 to 25000 R at both altitudes. Curves of 
net power per pound of engine weight calculated using a small-stage 
compressor efficiency are included for comparison and again show 
only small differences from the curves for constant adiabatic effi-
ciency. 
Performance of Reheat Turbine-Propeller Engine 
The reheat engine, although more complex than the basic engine, 
offers the possibility of substantially increased power output. In 
the present analysis, as previously indicated, the pressure ratio 
of the first turbine was chosen to be equal to the 0.2 power of the 
over-all turbine expansion ratio; and the reheat was assumed to be 
100 percent; that is, enough fuel was added between the turbines to 
bring the turbine-inlet temperature at the inlet of the second tur-
bine to the same value as that at the inlet to the first turbine. 
Specific fuel consumption. - In figure 3(a), net thrust horsb-
power specific fuel consumption is plotted against compressor pres-
sure ratio for a turbine-inlet temperature of 20000 R. Curves are 
shown for flight speeds of 200, 300, 400, and 500 miles per hour at 
altitudes of 0, 15,000, 30,000, and 50,000 feet. The curves, which 
have trends similar to those for the basic engine, indicate approx-
imately the same specific fuel consumptions as for the basic engine 
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at a compressor pressure ratio of 6 and somewhat lower values than 
for the basic engine at a pressure ratio of 20. 
Power per unit engine f'rontal area. - Corresponding net thrust 
horsepower per square foot of engine frontal area for the reheat 
engine are shown in figure 3(b). Again the curves have about the 
same shape as those for the basic engine; however, maximum power 
occurs at higher pressure ratios for the reheat cycle and is roughly 
20 percent greater than that of the basic engine at all conditions. 
Power per unit engine weight. - The net thrust horsepower per 
pound of engine weight for the reheat engine is shown in figure 3(c) 
plotted against compressor pressure ratio for flight speeds of 200, 
300, 400, and 500 miles per hour at altitudes of 0, 15,000, 30,000, 
and 50,000 feet. The curves are similar in shape to those for the 
basic engine but indicate larger values of power per unit weight at 
all conditions. As previously stated, however, no increase was 
made in engine weight to account for turbine staging, additional 
combustors, or additional structures and consequently the curves 
are a direct result of the increase in the power of the reheat 
engine over that of the basic engine. 
Effect of turbine-inlet temperature. - In figure 3(d), the net 
thrust horsepower specific fuel consumption of the reheat engine 
is plotted against compressor pressure ratio for turbine-inlet 
temperatures of 20000 , 22500 , and 25000 R at a flight speed of 
500 miles per hour and an altitude of 30,000 feet. As for the 
basic engine, the same curves apply at 50,000 feet. The curves 
are similar in shape to those for the basic engine, but slightly 
lower specific fuel consumptions are indicated for the reheat engine 
at all conditions. 
Net thrust horsepower per square foot of engine frontal area 
for the same range of variables is shown in figure 3{e}. Increasing 
the turbine-inlet temperature from 20000 to 25000 R increases the 
maximum thrust power about 60 percent at both 30,000 and 50,000 feet 
as was also found for the basic engine. 
Corresponding curves of net thrust horsepower per pound of 
engine weight are shown in figure 3(f). Increasing the turb~ne­
inlet temperature f'rom 20000 to 25000 R increases the power per 
unit weight about 30 percent at both 30,000 and 50,000 feet at 
compressor pressure ratios corresponding to maximum power per unit 
frontal area. 
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Effect of turbine power division. - . In order to illustrate the 
effect on performance of various power divisions between the two 
turbines of the reheat engine. three configurations of the reheat 
engine are compared in figure ' 3(g) on the basis of net thrust horse-
power specific fuel consumption and net thrust horsepower per square 
foot of engine frontal area for a range of compressor pressure 
ratios. The curves are for a flight speed of 200 miles per hour 
at sea level and a turbine- i nlet temperature of 20000 R; the general 
shape of the curve is, however, similar at other flight speeds and 
altitudes. The three reheat engines considered are: (1) an engine 
in which the pressure ratio of the first stage is equal to the 
0.2 power of the over-all available turbine pressure ratio; (2) 
an engine in which the firs t -turbine-stage expansion ratio is taken 
as the 0.5 power of the over-all turbine expansion ratio; (3) an 
engine in which the expansion ratio of the first turbine stage is 
so selected as to do only the compressor work. In all three types 
of engine, a turbine adiabat ic efficiency of 0 .90 was used for each 
stage regardless of work distribution. Corresponding curves for 
the basic engine are also shown in figure 3(g). 
The engine in which the first turbine does the required com-
pressor work results in the highest specifi c fuel consumption, 
whereas the engine using the 0.2 power distribution gives the 
lowest specific fuel consumption over the range of compressor 
pressure ratios considered (fig. 3(g)). The engi ne with the 0 . 5 
power distribution results in the highest power per unit frontal 
area, whereas the engine with the 0.2 power distribution results 
in the lowest power per unit area of the three engines. The engine 
with the 0.2 power distribution gives about 10 percent lower spec-
ific fuel consumption and 13 percent lower horsepower per unit 
engi ne frontal area than the engine with 0 .5 power distribution. 
The engine wherein the compressor is driven by the first tur-
bine stage (usually the turbine and the compressor are considered 
coupled by a separate shaft with the second turbine deli vering 
power directly to the propeller) is desirable from control and 
component matching considerations. Both this system and the engine 
with the 0.5 power distribution are, however, omitted from further 
considerations inasmuch as a preliminary study showed these engines 
to be inferior in airplane range performance when compared with 
the engine with the 0.2 power division. 
Comparing the minimum specific fuel consumption shown for the 
reheat engine using the 0.2 power distribution with the minimum 
shown for the basic engine indicates about an 8-percent decrease. 
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The maximum thrust horsepower. shown for the reheat engine with the 
0.2 power distribution is 22 percent greater than the maximum indi-
cated for the basic engine. 
Performance of Regenerative Turbine-Propeller Engine 
Specific fuel consumption. - In figure 4(a) net thrust horse-
power specific fuel consumption for the regenerative turbine-propeller 
engine is plotted against compressor pressure ratio for a turbine-
inlet temperature of 20000 R at flight speeds of 200, 300, 400, and 
500 miles per hour and altitudes of ° and 30,000 feet. Minimum spec-
ific fuel consumption occurs at compressor pressure ratios of approx-
imately 6 at sea level and 10 at 30,000 feet. These pressure ratios 
for minimum fuel consumption are lower than those for any of the 
previous engines. The maximum decrease in minimum specific fuel con-
sumption of this engine from that of the basic engine is 4 per.cent 
at sea level and less than 1 percent at 30,000 feet. When the spec-
ific fuel consumptions of the two engines are compared at a pressure 
ratio of 8, the improvement of the regenerative engine over that of 
the basic engine is about 7 and 14 percent at altitudes of ° and 
30,000 feet, respectively, for all flight speeds investigated. 
Power per unit engine frontal area. - Net thrust horsepower 
per square foot of engine frontal area is not presented for the 
regenerative engine, inasmuch as the only significant change from 
that of the basic engine is the difference in fuel flow. The power 
per unit area of the regenerative engine was found to be within 
1 percent of the basic engine values (fig. 2(b)). 
Power per unit engine weight. - Corresponding net thrust horse-
power per pound of engine weight is shown in figure 4(b). Because 
of the added weight of the regenerator, the power per unit engine 
weight is lower than that of the basic engine at every operating 
condition. 
Effect of turbine-inlet temperature. - The variation of net 
thrust horsepower specific fuel consumption with compressor pres-
sure ratio and turbine-inlet temperature at a flight speed of 
500 miles per hour and an altitude of 30,000 feet is shown in 
figure 4(c). The compressor pressure ratio for minimum specific 
fuel consumption increases from about 8 at 20000 R to 14 at 25000 R 
with a corresponding reduction of approximately 10 percent in 
specific fuel consumption. 
- -- ----
l .. 
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The power per unit frontal area is not shown because, as pre-
viously explained, figure 2(e) for the basic engine gives sufficiently 
accurate values for the regenerative engine. 
~ The net thrust horsepower per pound of engine weight is shown .~ in figure 4(d) plotted against compressor pressure ratio. A gain 
of 30 percent is indicated for a change in turbine-inlet temperature 
from 20000 to 25000 R at pressure ratios corresponding to minimum 
specific fuel consumption. 
Performance of Regenerative-PIus-Reheat Turbine-
Propeller Engine 
Specific fuel consumption. - The variation of net thrust horse-
power specific fuel consumption with compressor pressure ratio for 
the regenerative-pIus-reheat engine is shown in figure 5(a). Curves 
are shown for flight speeds of 200, 300, 400, and 500 miles per hour 
at altitudes of ° and 30,000 feet. At sea level, the combination of 
regeneration and reheat gives a decrease in minimum specific fuel 
consumption of approximately 2 percent from that of the reheat engine 
(fig. 3(a», 6 percent from that of the regenerative engine 
(fig. 4(a», and 10 percent from that of the basic engine (fig. 2(a». 
At 30,000 feet the corresponding decreases in fuel consumption are 
approximately 4, 5, and 7 percent for the reheat, regenerative, and 
basic engines, respectively. The compressor pressure ratios for 
minimum specific fuel consumption for the regenerative-pIus-reheat 
engine, which are 8 at sea level and 12 at 30,000 feet, are lower 
than those for both the reheat and the basic engines and slightly 
higher than for the regenerative engine at both altitudes. 
Power per unit engine frontal area. - The corresponding net 
thrust horsepower per square foot of engine frontal area for the 
regenerative-pIus-reheat engine is accurately represented by the 
curves of figure 3(b) for the reheat engine. 
Power per unit engine weight. - The net thrust horsepower per 
pound of engine weight is shown in figure 5(b). The values are 
slightly lower than those for the reheat engine because of the 
addition of the weight of the regenerator. 
Effect of turbine-inlet temperature. - The variation of net 
thrust horsepower specific fuel consumption with compressor pressure 
ratio and turbine-inlet temperature at a flight speed of 500 miles 
--_._----
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per hour and an altitude of 30,000 feet is shown in figure 5(c). The 
pressure ratio for minimum specific fuel consumption increases from 
about 12 at a turbine-inlet temperature of 20000 R to about 20 at a 
temperature of 25000 R with a corresponding reduction of 8 percent in 
minimum specific fuel consumption. 
Net thrust horsepower per POlliJd of engine weight is shown in 
figure 5(d). These curves are the same as those of the reheat engine 
except for the effect of added regenerator we·ight. 
Airplane-Range Characteristics with Turbine-
Propeller Engines 
For a given flight speed and altitude, minimum fuel consumption, 
~imum power per unit frontal area, and maximum power per unit 
weight may occur at widely different compressor pressure ratios, as 
shown in figures 2 to 5. These performance parameters are all related 
to airplane r ange, so that if ultimate airplane range is used as the 
criterion of engine performance, the compressor pressure ratio cor-
responding t o maximum ultimate range can be considered to be the value 
at which the parameters are properly weighted. In the following dis-
cussion of airplane-range characteristics, the range for each fl:i.ght 
speed and altitude corresponds , except for a few cases as previously 
indicated, to a compressor pressure ratio defined in the foregoing 
way. 
Basic engine. - The range characteristics of an airplane powered 
by the basic turbine-propeller engine for a turbine-inlet temperature 
of 20000 R are shown in figure 6(a), where the dimensionless ratio of 
total disposable load to gross weight Wd/Wg is pl~tted against the 
initial fuel flow per ton of gross weight 2000 Wf'/Wg for a range of 
flight speeds at altitudes of 0 , 15,000, 30,000, and 50)000 feet. 
A separate symbol is used for each flight speed, and the compressor 
pressure ratios for ultimate range are tabulated on the figure. 
The range is given in this manner bees,use, as shown in refer-
ence 4, such plots afford a means of presenting not only the range 
for various conditions of f l ight speed , altftude, and pay load but 
also shrn~ the ,effects of changes in many of the pertinent airplane 
and engine design variables. 
The ul t .imate range, that is the range for which the entire 
disposable load consists of fuel and ta~~ weights, is obtained ~rom 
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the slope of a line drawn from the origin through any operating 
point. (See fig. 6(a).) The slope of such a line is equal to the 
ratio of the disposable load to the initial fuel rate and after 
multiplication by the factor 2000/1.1 becomes the indicated range 
KR. (See section flANALYSIS AND ASSUMPTIONS.") For convenience, 
scales for estimating indicated range KR and ratio of average to 
initial fuel flow K are included. In figure 6(a), the maximum 
ultimate range (for the conditions investigated) occurs at a flight 
speed. of 200 miles per hour and an al ti tude between 15,000 and. 
30,000 feet where a KR of about 7100 miles is indicated. The value 
of K for the corresponding disposable load is 0.73, giving an actual 
maximum range of about 9800 miles. At constant altitude, the range 
decreases with increasing flight speed. 
The allowable pay load (the pay load is the difference between 
the total disposable weight and the weight of the required fuel plus 
fuel tanks) for a specific range less than the ultimate range may 
also be estimated from figure 6(a) as follows: A line is drawn from 
the origin to the desired range, for example to KR equals 1000 miles 
(fig. 6(a)). The vertical distance from a given speed-altitude oper-
ating point to this line is the pay load per pound of gross weight, 
and the vertical distance below this line is the weight of the fuel 
and tank per pound of gross weight. The value of K corresponding 
to this value of fuel plus tank weight per unit gross weight is 
obtained from the plot on the left side of the figure and is used 
to calculate the actual range. 
The ultimate range and the corresponding compressor pressure 
ratio for each flight-speed - altitude point are tabulated in table I 
for the basiC and succeeding engine types. 
The effect of increasing the turbine-inlet temperature on the 
range characteristics of the basic engine is shown in figure 6(b) 
for a flight speed of 500 miles per hour at altitudes of 30,000 and 
50,000 feet. Curves are shown for temperatures of 20000 , 22500 , 
and 25000 R with the compressor pressure ratio being varied from 
6 to 20, 6 to 32, and 6 to 42, respectively, as indicated on the 
figure. In every case, increasing pressure ratio over the range 
investigated causes both disposable load and fuel flow to decrease. 
At an altitude of 30,000 feet, increasing the turbine-inlet tempera-
ture from 20000 to 22500 R increases the ultimate range about 19 per-
cent, whereas an increase from 20000 to 25000 R results in only a 
32 percent increase, which indicates that range increases at a 
decreasing rate as temperature increases. Similarly, at 50 1 000 feet, 
increasing the turbine-inlet temperature from 20000 to 22500 R 
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increases the ultimate range about 25 percent, whereas an increase 
from 20000 to 25000 R results in an increase of 47 percent. The 
increase in range due to the increase in turbine-inlet temperature 
is accompanied by an increase in compressor pressure ratio from 14 
at a turbine-inlet temperature of 20000 R to 20 at a temperature of 
22500 R and to 26 at a temperature of 25000 R for an altitude of 
30 ,000 feet. At an altitude of 50, 000 feet, the pressure ratio 
increases from 8 at a turbine-inlet temperature of 20000 R to 14 
at a temperature of 22500 R and to 20 at a temperature of 25000 R. 
Also shown in figure 6(b), are curves obtained by use of a 
constant small-stage compressor effici ency . These curves are approx-
imately the same as those shown for a constant adiabatic efficiency. 
No increase in engine weight wi th increased turbine-inlet tem-
perature was assumed; however, an increase in engine weight would 
reduce the advantage of using high turb i ne-inlet temperatures. 
Reheat engine. - The range characteristics for the reheat engine 
are shown in figure 7(a) with the curves for the basic eng i ne super-
imposed as dashed lines. 
For some conditions, the compressor pressure ratio corresponding 
to ultimate range for the reheat engine with a turbine-inle~ tempera-
ture of 20000 R was foa~ to be greater than 20 . For these cases, 
the range corresponding to a pressure ratio of 20 is shown. This 
limit on pressure ratio results in a maximum deviation from the true 
ultimate range of less than 5 percent. About 10-percent improvement 
in range resulting from the use of reheat is noted at the low flight 
speeds and gains of about 15 to 20 percent are found at a flight speed 
of 500 miles per hour. As previously indicated, the performance cal-
culations for this engine (and also for the regenerative-pIus-reheat 
engine) do not include the additional weights required for reheat 
eqUipment and controls and the turbine efficiencies assumed are 
probably optimistic for this engine. 
The effect of increasing the turb i ne-inlet temperature on the 
range characteristics of the reheat engine is shown in figure 7(b). 
At an altitude of 30,000 feet, an increase in range of about 15 per-
cent is achieved by increasing the temperature from 20000 to 22500 R. 
Increasing the temperature from 20000 to 25000 R causes an increase 
in range of approximately 27 percent. At an altitude of 50,000 feet, 
the respective increases in range with temperature are 20 and 40 per-
cent. The ultimate range and corresponding compressor pressure ratio 
for each flight-speed - altitude point are tabulated in table I. 
. I 
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Regenerative engine. - A comparison of the range characteristics 
of the regenerative turbine-propeller engine with those of the basic 
engine is made in figure 8(a). The gain in ultimate range obtained 
by using regeneration over the maximum range of the basic engine is 
about 3 percent for all flight conditions. 
The effect of increasing turbine-inlet temperature on range 
characteristics of the regenerative engine is shown in figure 8(b). 
The improvement in range at a flight speed of 500 miles per hour and 
an altitude of 30,000 feet obtained by increasing the turbine-inlet 
temperature from 20000 to 22500 R is 16 percent; an increase in 
turbine-inlet temperature from 20000 to 25000 R gives a 31-percent 
gain. Tabulated values of ultimate range and corresponding compressor 
pressure ratio are given in table I. 
Regenerative-plus-reheat engine. - In figure 9(a), the range 
characteristics of the regenerative-plus-reheat engine are compared 
with that of the basic engine. The regenerative-plus-reheat engine 
shows a value of KR of about 8100 miles with a K of 0.73, giving 
an ultimate range of about 11,100 miles at a flight speed of 200 miles 
per hour at an altitude of 30,000 feet, as compared with an ultimate 
range of 9800 miles (table I) indicated for the basic engine at the 
same conditions. 
The improvement in range of the regenerative-pIus-reheat engine 
over that of the basic engine, for all conditions shown, is a few 
percent higher than the improvement in range of the reheat engine 
over that of the basic engine (table I). 
In figure 9(b), at a flight speed of 500 miles per hour and an 
altitude of 30,000 feet a gain of about 15 percent in range is 
obtained . when the turbine-inlet temperature is increased from 20000 
to 22500 R; an increase in t~bine-inlet temperature from 20000 to 
2500° R gives a 27 percent gain. 
SUMMARY OF RESULTS 
The results of an analytical investigation of the comparative 
performances and range characteristics of a variety of turbine-
propeller engines (basic, reheat, regenerative, and regenerative-
plus-reheat engines) may be summarized as follows: 
1. Comparison of the minimum specific fuel consumption of the 
regenerative-plus-reheat turbine-propeller engine with the simpler 
turbine-propeller engines showed that at sea level the combination 
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of regeneration and reheat gave a decrease in minimum specific fuel 
consumption of approximately 2 percent from that of the reheat engine 
6 percent from that of the regenerative engine, and 10 percent from 
that of the basic engine. At an altitude of 30,000 feet, the corres-
ponding decreases in fuel consumption were 4, 5, and 7 percent, 
respectively. The compressor -pressure ratios for minimum specific 
fuel consumption for the regenerative-plus-reheat engine, which 
were 8 at sea level and 12 at an altitude of 30,000 feet, were 
lower than those for both the reheat and basic engines and slightly 
higher than for the regenerative engine at both altitudes. 
2. The range of the turbine- propeller engine increased at a 
decreasing rate as the turbine-inlet temperature was increased, 
(no increase in engine weight was assumed to accommodate increases 
in turbine-inlet temperatures). For the basic turbine-propeller 
engine at a flight speed of 500 miles per hour and an altitude of 
30,000 feet, increasing the turbine-inlet temperature from 20000 to 
22500 R increased the maximum range about 19 percent, whereas an 
increase from 20000 to 25000 R indicated a 32 percent increase in 
range. These increases in range, however, were accompanied by 
increases in compressor pressure ratio. 
3. A turbine-propeller engine with 100-percent reheat between 
turbines, and with a work distribution between turbines that gave 
approximately maximum range, resulted in at best about 10-percent 
improvement in airplane range at low flight speeds and about 15 to 
20 percent greater range at a flight speed of 500 miles per hour 
than the basic turbine-propeller engine. This trend was constant 
as altitude was changed. The performance calculations did not 
include the additional weights required for reheat equipment and 
controls, and the turbine efficiencies assumed were probably optim-
istic for this engine when compared with the basic engine. 
4. A turbine-propeller engine with regeneration, operating with 
a regenerative effectiveness of 0.5, gave about 3 percent greater 
range than did the basic turbine-propeller engine at all flight 
speeds and altitudes. 
5. A turbine-propeller engine operating with a combination of 
regeneration and reheat indicated a slightly greater improvement in 
range over that of the basic turbine-propeller engine at all flight 
speeds and altitudes than that found for the reheat engine. 
Lewis Flight Propulsion Laboratory , 
National Advisory Committee for AeronautiCS, 
Cleveland, OhiO, January 10, 1950. 
- - - . ~ -------
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TABLE I - ULTIMATE RANGE OF AIRPLANE WITH TURBINE-PROPELLER ENGINE 
(a) Turbine - inlet temperature or 20000 R 
Flight Altitude 
speed (rt) 
(mph) 
0 15,000 30,000 50,000 
Range Compressor Range Compressor Range Compressor Range 
(miles) pressure (miles) pressure (miles) pressure (mues) 
ratio ratio ratio 
Basic turbine - 200 9300 12 '9800 14 9800 14 7600 
propelle r 300 7100 14 9200 14 9300 14 6700 
engine 400 4000 12 6400 14 8500 14 6000 
500 2200 8 3700 10 5400 14 4500 
Reheat turbine 200 10,300 20 10,700 20 10,700 20 8500 
propeller 300 7900 20 10,100 20 10,300 20 7600 
enginel 400 4500 20 7100 20 9400 20 7000 
500 2500 14 4200 20 6200 20 5400 
Regenerativ e 200 9600 8 10,200 12 
turbine - 300 7300 8 9600 10 
propeller 400 4200 6 8700 10 
engine 500 5500 8 
Regenerative - 200 10,400 10 11,100 14 
plus - reheat 300 7900 8 10,500 14 
turbine - pro - 400 4600 8 9600 14 
peller enginel 500 2500 8 6200 12 
lPirst turbine pressure ratio equal to 0 . 2 power of available pressure ratio. 
(b) Turbine - inlet temperatures or 2250° and 25000 R ror rlight 
speed of 500 miles per hour 
Turbine -inlet Altitude 
tempera ture (ft) 
(OR) 
30,000 50,000 
Range Compressor Range Compressor 
mUee) pre ssure (mUes pressure 
ratio ratio 
Basic turbine-
pr opeller 2250 6400 20 5600 14 
engine 2500 7100 26 6600 20 
Reheat turbine-
propeller 2250 7100 32 6500 22 
engine1 2500 7900 42 7600 32 
Regenerative 
turbine - pro- 2250 6400 10 
peller engine 2500 7200 12 
Regenerative -
plus-reheat 
turbine-pro - 2250 7100 14 ~ peller enginel 2500 7900 16 
lFirst turb ine presaure ratio equal to 0.2 power of available 
pressure ratio. 
Compressor 
pressure 
ratio 
14 
14 
12 
8 
20 
20 
20 
14 
I 
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Inlet dl:ffuser 
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(a) Basic turbine-propeller engine. 
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(b) Reheat turbine-propeller engine • 
NACA 
.. 
. Figure 1. - Diagrammatic sketch of turbine-propeller system. 
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Combl.o.St 
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(c) Regenerative turbine-propel~er engine. 
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NACA 
(d) Regenerative-pIus-rehea t turbine-propeller engine. 
Figure 1. - Concluded. Diagrammatic sketch of turbine-propeller system. 
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(a) Variation of net thrust horsepower specific fuel oonsumption with compressor pressure ratio, flight speed, and altitude. 
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(b) Variation of net thrust horsepower per square foot of engine frontal area with oompressor pressure ratio, flight speed, and 
altitude. Turbine-inlet temperature, 20000 R; 100-percent reheat. 
Figure 3. - Performance of reheat turbine-propell~r engine. 
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(c) Variation of net thrust horsepower per pound of engine weight with compressor pres sure r atio, flight spe ed , and altitude. 
Turbine-inlet temperature , 20000 R; 100-percent reheat. 
Figure 3. - Continued. Performance of reheat turbine-propeller eng ine . 
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Figure 4. - Concluded. Performance of regenerative turbine-propeller engine. 
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Figure 5. - Performanoe or regenerative-plus-reheat turbine-propeller 
engine. 
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figure 9 . - Airplane range characteristicB of regeneratlve-plue-reheat turbine-propeller engine. 
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Figure 9. - Concluded . Airplane r ange charac teris tic s of regenerative- plue-reheat turbine-prope ller engine. 
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